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Optics and Interferometry with Na2 Molecules
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We have produced an intense, pure beam of sodium molecules (Na2) by using light forces to
separate the atomic and molecular species in a seeded supersonic beam. We used diffraction from
a microfabricated grating to study the atomic and molecular sodium in the beam. Using three of these
gratings, we constructed a molecule interferometer with fully separated beams and high contrast fringes.
We measured both the real and imaginary parts of the index of refraction of neon gas forNa2 molecule
de Broglie waves by inserting a gas cell in one arm of the interferometer.

PACS numbers: 03.75.–b, 07.77.Gx, 34.20.Gj
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Quantum mechanical treatment of the center-of-ma
motion of increasingly complex systems is an importa
theme in modern physics. This issue is manifest theore
cally in studies of the transition from quantum throug
mesoscopic to classical regimes and experimentally in
forts to coherently control and manipulate the extern
spatial coordinates of complex systems (e.g., matter wa
optics and interferometry). Recently, matter wave opti
and interferometry have been extended to atoms with
many techniques for the coherent manipulation of the e
ternal degrees of freedom of atoms constituting a ne
field called atom optics [1]. The present work extend
and develops techniques of atom optics into the doma
of molecules—systems characterized by many degen
ate and nondegenerate internal quantum states. Whe
internal state coherences in complex molecules have lo
been cleverly manipulated in spectroscopy in both t
radio [2] and optical frequency domains [3,4], here w
coherently manipulate exclusively the center-of-mass m
tion [5]. This work, which culminates in the use of a
molecule interferometer with spatially separated beam
to determine hitherto unmeasurable molecular properti
demonstrates the applicability of molecular interferom
ters to precision measurements in molecular physics, so
of which may have applications to fundamental physi
experiments using specific molecules [6].

Our experiment combines several techniques from ato
optics to make and use a molecule interferometer who
paths are well separated in position and momentu
Using an incident supersonic beam containing both N
atoms and dimers (Na2), we apply resonant light forces
to selectively remove the Na atoms, leaving a pureNa2

beam. We then use nanofabricated diffraction grating
first to study the characteristics of the molecular bea
and subsequently as coherent beam splitters to m
a molecule interferometer with high contrast fringe
Finally, we insert a gas cell in one path of the separat
beam interferometer and measure the complex index
refraction for Na2 de Broglie waves in Ne gas. This
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provides new information on the long-range part of the
Na2-Ne potential.

The beam of sodium atoms and dimers was produce
in a seeded supersonic expansion using either argon
krypton as the carrier gas. By heating the Na reservoi
to 800±C (Na vapor pressure,300 torr), we were able
to enhance the population of sodium dimers in the beam
to as much as 30% of the detected beam intensity [7
At a carrier gas pressure of 2000 torr with a 70mm
nozzle aperture, we produced a coldNa2 beam with only
3.5% rms longitudinal velocity spread, corresponding to a
(longitudinal) translational temperature of 2 K.

To create a pure molecular beam, we used resona
light pressure forces acting on the atoms to deflect them
sideways out of the collimated beam (Fig. 1). The deflect
ing laser beam was produced with a dye laser (Coheren
599) tuned to theF  2 ! F 0  3 transition of theD2

line in Na (589.0 nm). The frequency was maintained a
the Doppler free resonance by serving the laser frequenc
to keep a fluorescent spot centered in the spreading atom
beam before the first collimating slit [8]. An electro-optic
modulator was used to generate frequency sidebands
an offset of 1.713 GHz to deflect atoms in theF  1 hy-
perfine state. The laser light was applied at a position
centered between two 20mm collimating slits separated
by 85 cm. With this geometry,,3h̄k of transverse mo-
mentum transfer is required to deflect the atoms out o
the beam. A knife edge was positioned directly upstream
from the laser beam to prevent any atoms that would
normally miss the second collimation slit from being de-
flected back into the molecular beam. The molecules ar
not resonant with the deflecting laser beam and are ther
fore unaffected. (TheX 1S1

g ! A 1S1
u transition to the

first excited dimer state is strongest around 680 nm [9].)
We investigated molecular diffraction with 100, 140,

and 200 nm period microfabricated diffraction gratings.
Since the sodium atoms and molecules coming from th
supersonic expansion have nearly the same velocity [10
their momenta and hence their de Broglie wavelength
© 1995 The American Physical Society 4783
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FIG. 1. Removal of the sodium atoms from the beam. Th
deflecting laser imparts a transverse momentum to the sodi
atoms, deflecting them away from the second collimation slit.

differ by a factor of 2 because of their mass difference
For a source temperature of 770±C and Kr carrier gas,
ldB(Na) = 0.21 Å andldBsNa2d  011 Å. A diffraction
pattern obtained with a 100 nm grating and the mixed N
Na2 beam (deflecting laser off) is shown in Fig. 2(a)
The various diffracted orders of the sodium atoms a
sufficiently separated to permit easy identification o
the intermediate molecular diffraction peaks at half th
diffraction angle of the atoms. When the atoms ar
removed from the beam [Fig. 2(b), deflecting beam on
we resolve the molecular diffraction out to the fourth
order. From a comparison of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) w
can determine that ourNa2 beam contains less than 2%
residual atoms.

These diffraction patterns provide us with a powerfu
tool for analyzing the atoms and molecules in the expa
sion. We determined the mean fraction of molecules an
the center and width of the velocity distributions for both
atoms and dimers from these diffraction patterns. We o
served as much as a 3.5(6)% velocity slip between t
atoms and slower moving molecules at low source pre
sures (400 torr) [10]. At a typical source pressure o
1500 torr the slip was less than 1%. Using diffraction t
investigate molecular beams has the advantage of be
nondestructive and therefore applicable to very weak
bound systems such asHen molecules or other van der
Waals clusters. Indeed, our method and our gratings ha
recently been used to produce unequivocal evidence of
existence ofHe2 molecules [11].

We have employed three 200 nm fabricated gratings
construct a Mach-Zehnder interferometer for molecule
(Fig. 3), similar to our atom interferometer [12]. This
configuration produces high contrast fringes with ou
pure Na2 molecular beam (inset, Fig. 4). For both the
mixed interferometer (atoms1 molecules) and the pure
molecule interferometer, the maximum observed contra
sImax 2 ImindysImax 1 Imind was nearly 30%.

The period and phase of the molecular interferenc
pattern is the same as would be observed for atom
even though the molecules traverse the interferome
on different paths than the atoms (Fig. 3). This i
because the three grating geometry produces a wh
4784
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FIG. 2. (a) Diffraction of the mixed atom-molecule beam
(deflecting beam off) and (b) molecule beam (deflecting beam
on) by a 100 nm period grating. The thin solid line in (a)
is a fit to the diffraction pattern, indicating that 16.5% of the
detected intensity are molecules. The thick solid line in both
graphs is the fit to theNa2 diffraction pattern in (b). Both fits
are for a diffraction grating with 30% open fraction and a beam
velocity of 820 mys (Kr as a carrier gas).

light interference pattern [13] whose period and phase
are independent of the de Broglie wavelength of the
particle. Therefore, in addition to using the previously
described laser deflection scheme to produce a pur
beam of Na2, we used two other methods to verify
that the observed interference is from molecules: We
introduced a (decoherence) laser which destroys th
atomic interference by scattering resonant light from the
split atomic wave function inside the interferometer, and
we checked that the interference signalsImax 2 Imindy2
varied as expected with the transverse position of the thir
grating.

The results from a study combining both methods are
shown in Fig. 4. For each third grating position, we
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FIG. 3. Schematic of our interferometer showing the paths
Na (dashed line) andNa2 (solid line). G1, G2, and G3 indicate
the three diffraction gratings.

observe the largest interference signal from the combin
atom and molecule fringe pattern (both lasers off). Wi
either the deflection or decoherence laser beam on, the
terference signal is reduced the same amount, indicat
that only molecules contribute to the interference. Th
interpretation is confirmed because the interference s
nal does not decrease further when both lasers are
simultaneously.

The measured variation of the interference signal a
function of third grating position is compared with curve
calculated by convolving the beam profiles with the dete
tor acceptance. The atom or molecule interference fring
at the third grating have a trapezoidal spatial envelo
with a width determined by the collimating slits [2] and a
offset from the collimation axis determined by the diffrac
tion angle (different for atoms and molecules) and t

FIG. 4. The variation of the interfering signal vs third gratin
position relative to the collimation axis is shown for th
mixed Na-Na2 beam (≤, no laser on) and the pureNa2 beam
(3, decoherence laser on;D, deflecting laser on;±, both lasers
on). Calculated curves are discussed in the text. Inset: T
interference fringe data for the mixed Na-Na2 beams≤d and the
pureNa2 beams±d observed with the third grating at210 mm.
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distance between the gratings (Fig. 3). In addition to t
interfering paths shown in Fig. 3, there are also interferin
paths symmetric to the collimation axis as well as (sma
contributions at larger offsets from the third grating in
volving the first and second order diffractions from th
first grating. Thus, the detected interference signal is
convolution of the spatial envelope(s) of the interferen
signal with the acceptance of the detector, which is det
mined by the 50mm width of the third grating and its lat-
eral position. We observe a peak in interference signal
the predominately atomic beam at,50 mm from the colli-
mation axis, as expected from the diffraction angle for A
carrier gassybeam  1000 mysd. A similar peak is not re-
solved in theNa2 signal because of the smaller diffraction
angle. The upper curve is normalized to the maximu
observed interference signal and the lower curve is p
dicted from the known fraction of molecules (27%) (i.e
it is not independently normalized).

We observed no degradation in molecular interferen
signal despite the plethora of close lying rovibration
states in the molecules. This is not entirely surprisin
The fact that two nearby molecules are very unlikely
have the same quantum numbers for both rovibration
state and total angular momentum projection is not im
portant since the first order interference observed in
interferometer involves only the interference of each pa
ticle with itself. Although the 300 K thermal background
photon energies typically exceed the internal level spa
ing of molecules (,1 cm21 for rotations and,100 cm21

for vibrations), decoherence effects due to transitions b
tween vibrational or rotational levels or spontaneous em
sion are minimized because electric dipole transitions b
tween rovibrational levels in the same electronic state a
not allowed in a homonuclear diatomic molecule [9]. Sca
tering of the molecules on the microfabricated diffractio
gratings could also cause rotational or vibrational tran
tions, since a beam velocity of 1000 mys and a grating
thicknessof 200 nm produces Fourier components up
5 GHz (or 0.17 cm21). However, this is less than the
smallest rotational splitting 2B (B is the rotational con-
stant) of 0.31cm21 and much smaller than the vibra
tional spacing of 159cm21. As expected, we did not ob-
serve any contrast reduction, indicating an absence of th
transitions.

Using Kr as the carrier gas, ourNa2 interferometer
produces a molecular beam separation of 38mm at the
second grating. This just exceeds the beam width at t
position and allows insertion of an interaction region wit
a thin Mylar barrier between the interfering beams. Th
foil casts a shadow 20mm wide, which partially blocks
the edges of the two beams, reducing the contrast fr
19% without the foil to 7% with the foil. The lower
observed contrast with krypton as the carrier gas (ev
without the inserted foil) is attributed to the slower bea
velocity which enhances the inertial sensitivity of th
interferometer, making it more vulnerable to vibration
4785
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of the apparatus. A similar contrast reduction is observ
with atoms.

We have used this separated beam molecule interfe
meter to measure the ratio of the real to imaginary pa
of the index of refraction for theNa2 de Broglie waves
passing through a Ne gas cell in one path of the inte
ferometer, as we have done with atoms [14]. In analo
to light optics, the wave propagation through the gas c
of lengthL is modified by the factor expfisn 2 1dklabLg,
where the index of refractionn 2 1  2pNfsk, 0dyklabk
is characterized by the complex forward-scattering am
plitude fsk, 0d, the number densityN of the Ne gas,
and the wave vector in both the laboratorysklabd and
center-of-massskd frame of the collision. By measuring
both the phase shift and attenuation of the interferom
ter for different target densities, we have measured t
ratio Ref fsk, 0dgyImf fsk, 0dg  1.4s3d for Na2 scattering
from Ne. The corresponding value for atomic Na wave
passing through Ne is 0.98(2), a value considerably in e
cess of the 0.72 expected for a pureC6yR6 potential [14].
We have separately measured the total absorption ofNa2

by Ne sssi.e., s4pykdImf fsk, 0dgddd to be 57(2)% larger than
the corresponding absorption of Na, whereas a 32%
crease would be expected for a pureC6yR6 potential if
C6 for Na2-Ne were twice that for Na-Ne. Our measure
ments are in qualitative agreement with Na-Ne potentia
from [15] if extended toNa2 using combination rules form
Ref. [16]. More detailed studies will allow us to investi
gate how the long-range interactions for combined sy
tems can be predicted from the simple systems.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the producti
and diffraction of an intense beam of sodium dimers. W
find that the diffraction of a seeded supersonic sodiu
beam by a transmission grating can serve as a sensi
intrinsically nondestructive probe of the constituents of a
atomic beam. Further, we built a three-grating interfer
meter for molecules and observed no degradation
the interference signal compared with atoms. We th
spatially isolated the two interfering molecular beams a
measured the index of refraction of neon gas as seen
the molecular matter waves.

This work opens up the field of molecular optics an
molecular interferometry with new possibilities of makin
fundamental and precision experiments on molecules s
ilar to the ones recently conducted in atom interferomet
Separated beam molecule interferometry provides a n
way to study interactions of the molecular ground state
For example, these techniques could be used to investig
the electric polarizability of diatomic molecules [17]. By
measuring the phase shift and contrast as a function of
applied electric field one could determine both the paral
and perpendicular (to the molecular axis) polarizabilitie
This experimental technique may also be used to meas
the interaction of a polar molecule with the backgroun
electromagnetic field to investigate decoherence of ext
nal degrees of freedom caused by the interaction with
thermal bath.
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